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On December 3, 2015, the court assigned the above-referenced murder case to Judge 

Thomas Goethals. Today, the People filed a motion to disqualify Judge Goethals pursuant to 

section 170.6 of the Code of Civil Procedurel For the reasons stated below, the court will 

deny this motion. 

For over three years, from December 7, 2010 through February 24, 2014, Judge 

Goethals was assigned 35 murder cases for trial and was disqualified once by the 

People. From February 25, 2014 through September, 2015, a period of eighteen months, 

Judge Goethals was assigned 49 murder cases for trial and was disqualified 46 times by 

the People. 2  

This disparity is not coincidental. Rather, the People's "blanket papering" of Judge 

Goethals ensued from his rulings in three cases: rulings in which he found that prosecutors 

and police officers had committed misconduct. The connection between these decisions and 

the People's "blanket papering" will be established herein. In its position as the Supervising 

1  Unless otherwise indicated, all further statutory references are to the Code of Civil Procedure. 
2  See Exhibit #1. "Murder cases assigned to Judge Goethals, December 2010 to September 2015." 
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Judge of the Felony Panel (sitting in Department C5), this court has been responsible, since 

September 2, 2014, for assigning all felony cases for trial. As such, it is familiar with the 

events cited herein and their effect on the court's ability to process felony trials. 

The People's actions have substantially disrupted the orderly administration of criminal 

justice in Orange County, the sixth largest county in the nation.3  It has negatively impacted not 

only the assignment of murder cases, but all felony cases as well. As a result, this court has 

concluded that the People's use of section 170.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure to disqualify 

Judge Goethals in murder cases has violated, and continues to violate, the Separation of 

Powers Doctrine of both the United States Constitution and the California Constitution. 

I 

THE DEKRAAI CASE AND TWO MEXICAN MAFIA JAIL BEATING CASES ALLEGING 

MASSIAH AND BRADY VIOLATIONS 

On January 18, 2012, Judge Goethals was assigned the long cause case of People v. 

Scott Dekraai (#12ZFO128.)4  The defendant was charged with murdering eight people during 

a shooting spree at a beauty salon in Seal Beach. 

The following timeline refers to events in the Dekraai case and in two other cases 

involving beatings at the Orange County Jail which were allegedly related to the Mexican 

Mafia.5  The events referred to in each case, are reflected in its minutes, pleadings, and/or 

transcripts, of which the court takes judicial notice pursuant to Evidence Code section 452, 

subdivision (d)(1). 

A. The Dekraai Case -  Discovery Proceedings and Ruling - January 2013 

On January 15, 2013, the defense in the Dekraai case filed a formal discovery motion 

requesting information on an informant designated as Inmate F., to whom the defendant had 

3  United States Census Bureau, "Annual Estimates of the Resident Population: April 1, 2010 to July 1,2014; 
2014 Population Estimates." (See, http://www.census.bov/Dopest/index.html.)  

4  In reference to the defendant's case, "Dekraai" is italicized; in reference to the defendant, it is not. 

5  Case numbers 13ZF0172 and 13ZF0175. 
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allegedly made incriminating statements.6  In its motion, the defense alleged that Inmate F. 

had obtained incriminating tape-recorded statements from Dekraai while both were inmates at 

the Orange County Jail (OCJ). It was further alleged that these recorded statements were the 

result of a recording device placed in Dekraai's cell by law enforcement after Dekraai had 

obtained counsel, in violation of his Sixth Amendment right to counsel as set forth in Massiah 

v. U.S. (1964) 377 US 201. 

Therefore, the defense discovery motion sought information on Inmate F's role in the 

Dekraai case and in any other cases in which he had provided or had offered to provide 

information to law enforcement or to the District Attorney's office about suspects other than 

Dekraai. The defense also requested information concerning any cases in which Inmate F. 

had been charged, including any benefits he had received, or might receive, in any of his 

cases, resulting from his cooperation in the prosecution of other defendants. In addition, it 

sought any memorialization or documentation of such benefits, and any documents reflecting 

any involvement in the above by the District Attorney's Office and/or the Sheriffs Department. 

In their response to the discovery motion, the People filed a document entitled "People's 

Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Discovery". They objected to divulging 

information concerning Inmate F.'s involvement in other cases on the ground that they would 

not be calling him as a witness at the Dekraai trial. They also argued that any information 

about Inmate F.'s informant activities before he contacted Dekraai was irrelevant to whether 

the incriminating statements were deliberated elicited. 

Judge Goethals found good cause for the discovery request and granted the defense 

motion in its entirety on January 25, 2013.7  

The Dekraai Case -  Motions by the Defense - January 2014 

A year after Judge Goethals' discovery order, the defense filed three motions which 

contained overlapping allegations of misconduct by certain members of the District Attorney's 

office and law enforcement officers with whom they worked. The allegations suggested that 

6  See defendant's "Notice and First Amended Formal Motion for Discovery (Redacted)", at pages 11-12. 
7  See, Reporter's Transcript of the proceedings on 1/25/13 (1/25/13 RT: pp. 144-145); See also Minute Order 
dated 1/25/13. 
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these individuals engaged in conspiracy, perjury, subornation of perjury, intentional violation of 

defendants' constitutional rights, and obstruction of justice. 

The first motion, filed January 31, 2014 was entitled "Nonstatutory Motion to Dismiss the 

Death Penalty" (hereinafter, the "motion to dismiss").8  It consisted of more than 500 pages, 

not including exhibits, which consisted of thousands of pages. The motion alleged that in many 

cases and for many years, Sheriffs deputies had been running a covert operation at the 

Orange County Jail, in which they would house prolific inmate informants in cells adjacent to 

those of certain defendants, for the purpose of eliciting incriminating statements from the 

defendants. These actions violated the defendants' rights under the Fifth and Sixth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

It was also alleged that these actions occurred in cases other than Dekraai and were 

prosecuted by multiple members of the District Attorney's Office who either participated in 

these violations or knew they were occurring and did nothing to stop them. Allegedly, the 

prosecutors involved in the operation concealed its existence from the defense, an intentional 

and continuing violation of its obligations under Brady v. Maryland.9  

While the motion to dismiss alleged the Dekraai prosecutors were involved in these 

violations, it also pointed to prosecutors involved in other cases. One prosecutor who was not 

involved in the Dekraai case, but whose name came up in connection with allegedly misusing 

informants in other cases was Deputy District Attorney Erik Petersen. (See, infra.) 

Contending the conspiracy and its ensuing other violations constituted outrageous 

governmental misconduct, the defense asserted that the appropriate remedy for such 

misconduct was the dismissal of the death penalty sought in the Dekraai case. 

Shortly after filing its motion to dismiss, the defense filed two additional and related 

motions based on the same conduct alleged in the first motion. The second motion sought to 

recuse the entire District Attorney Office based on a conflict of interest ("the recusal motion"). 

8  See defendant's "Nonstatutory Motion to Dismiss the Death Penalty, Volume I (pp. 1-263)", and "Nonstatutory 
Motion to Dismiss the Death Penalty, Volume ll (pp. 264-505)." 

9  Brady v. Maryland (1963) 373 US 83. 
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The third motion sought to exclude Dekraai's statements made to an informant in violation of 

his right to counsel pursuant to Massiah v. United States ("the Massiah motion.") Both motions 

were filed in February 2014. 

All three motions contained overlapping allegations about the conspiracy between 

certain trial prosecutors in the District Attorney's office and by members of law enforcement 

with whom they worked. All the motions suggested perjury, subornation of perjury, intentional 

violation of defendants' constitutional rights, and obstruction of justice. 

B. The Two Mexican Mafia Jail Beating Cases - Recusal of Erik Petersen- February 24, 

2014 

As indicated above, one of the prosecutors not involved in the Dekraai case whose 

name was mentioned in the motion to dismiss in connection with Brady violations was Deputy 

District Attorney Erik Petersen. Mr. Petersen was assigned to prosecute beatings at the jail 

which were allegedly ordered by the Mexican Mafia.1° 

On February 18, 2014 (after the Dekraai defense filed its motion to dismiss but before 

the evidentiary hearing began), two cases were assigned to Judge Goethals. Both involved 

beatings at the Orange County Jail, allegedly at the direction of the Mexican Mafia (hereinafter, 

the "Mexican Mafia cases").11  Erik Petersen was the prosecutor in the two cases assigned to 

Judge Goethals on 2/18/14. 

The defendants in both Mexican Mafia cases alleged that the prosecution had failed to 

provide them with Brady material. And on February 24, 2014, after a contested hearing 

concerning Mr. Petersen's alleged failures to comply with his Brady obligations, Judge 

Goethals announced a tentative ruling in which he found an intentional Brady violation, due to 

the prosecution's failure to disclose documents of which it had been aware. As a tentative 

10 	This Court, having been involved with the Orange County criminal justice system since 1981 as both a 
prosecutor and judge, takes judicial notice pursuant to Evidence Code § 452(g) that homicide prosecutions are 
tried by two vertical units within the Orange County District Attorney's Office (i.e., the homicide unit and the gang 
unit). Mr. Peterson was a gang unit prosecutor who had tried several gang homicide cases including one before 
this court (People v. Ortiz, # 11CF0862). The prosecution team in the Dekraai case was part of the homicide unit. 

11  Case numbers 13ZF0172; 13ZF0175. 
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discovery sanction, Judge Goethals stated his intention to recuse Mr. Peterson from both 

Mexican Mafia cases.12  

The Dekraai Case  People's Opposition to the Motions - March, 2014 

On 3/4/14, the District Attorney's office filed an opposition to the motion to dismiss the 

death penalty and a separate opposition to the recusal motion.13  

In its opposition to the motion to dismiss, the prosecution argued that the only evidence 

relevant to this motion was the conduct, knowledge, and intentions of the peace officers and 

prosecutors directly involved in the Dekraai case (the "Dekraai team"). They contended that 

any other evidence pertaining to prosecutors or peace officers who had allegedly committed 

similar misconduct in other cases was irrelevant and should be excluded as such. 

In their opposition to the recusal motion, the District Attorney's office took the position 

that the motion should be summarily denied without an evidentiary hearing because the 

defense had failed to make the necessary showing as required by Penal Code section 1424. 

C. The Dekraai Case  Pre-Evidentiary-hearing Discussions relating to the Three Dekraai 

Motions- February 28, 2014, March 7, 2014 and March 18, 2014 

Judge Goethals held several hearings to schedule the hearings on these motions. For 

example, on 2/28/14, defense counsel stated he intended to call an informant other than 

Inmate F. (Oscar Moriel) and requested that this witness be transported to court from his 

current location in federal custody. At this point, the People indicated they were opposed to 

this witness being called and would file written opposition challenging the relevance of his 

12  On 2/24/14, after announcing his tentative ruling and sanction, Judge Goethals continued the Brady motion until 
March 14, 2014, at which time he rendered his final ruling. He found the Brady violation had been committed with 
general intent and was non-malicious, and as a non-punitive remedial action, Judge Goethals recused Mr. 
Peterson from both Mexican Mafia cases. (See minutes dated 2/24/14 and 3/14/14 in case numbers 13ZFO172 
and 13ZF0175.) 

13  The court records in the Dekraai case do not contain a written opposition by the People to the Massiah 
violation relating to the defendant's statements to Inmate F. Per the April 22, 2014 minute order, the People 
conceded the Massiah motion. 
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testimony; therefore, Judge Goethals deferred his ruling on the witness' transportation until he 

had read their opposition.14  

On 3/7/14, after the People had filed their opposition, the defense again requested that 

witness Oscar Moriel be transported for the 3/18/14 hearing. This time, Judge Goethals 

commented that he thought Mr. Moriel would testify, although the scope of his testimony was 

undetermined, and he directed the People to begin the process of having him brought to court 

for the hearing.15  

In addition, Judge Goethals remarked that, based on one of the exhibits he had recently 

read (i.e., a transcript from another case), the scope of the pleadings seemed to be expanding 

and it appeared that the Dekraai hearing might have an impact on other cases.16  

Also on 3/7/14 (shortly after the People had filed their oppositions to the recusal motion 

and the motion to dismiss), Judge Goethals indicated his tentative decision to hear the 

evidence on all three motions in a single proceeding, with the understanding that not all the 

evidence would apply to each motion. 

Shortly thereafter, the People reiterated their position that there should be no 

evidentiary hearing on the recusal motion and that, it should be summarily denied as facially 

deficient.17  

On 3/18/14, the hearing date for all three motions, Judge Goethals addressed the 

People's request to summarily deny the recusal motion without an evidentiary hearing on the 

ground that the affidavits failed to satisfy the moving party's initial burden (i.e., a prima facie 

showing). Observing that Spaccia v. Superior Court (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 93 provides the 

trial court with discretion in evaluating the sufficiency of the moving party's showing, Judge 

Goethals determined that, based on the detailed nature of the moving party's affidavit, which 

he had considered in connection with the exhibits, the defense had met the burden necessary 

14  RT of 2/28/14, at pp. 300-305. 
15  RT: 3/7/14, at pp. 378-379. 
16  RT: 3/7/14, at p. 358, lines 4-25. 
17  RT: 3/7/14, at p. 351-352. 
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for an evidentiary hearing.18  Therefore, he denied People's request to summarily deny the 

recusal motion.18  

Judge Goethals further observed that although the allegations were just that — 

allegations - the only way "to get to the heart of the allegations" was to begin an evidentiary 

hearing, although he did not know where it would lead or how many of the proposed defense 

witnesses would actually testify.2° In addition, because a significant portion of the evidence in 

the three motions appeared to overlap, the court ruled, in the interest of judicial economy, that 

the evidence on all three motions would be heard in a single proceeding.21  The court began 

hearing evidence on 3/18/14. 

D. The Dekraai Case: The Dekraai Evidentiary Hearing and Rulings: March 2014 through 

March 2015.22  

The evidentiary hearing on the Dekraai motions began on March 18, 2014, with the 

Inmate F. as the first witness. Two Deputy District Attorneys assigned to the case, Dan 

Wagner, the supervisor of the homicide unit, and Scott Simmons, another homicide 

prosecutor, were called by the defense on March 24 and March 27, 2014, respectively. 

The record of the evidentiary hearing shows that Judge Goethals rejected the People's 

contention that the only relevant evidence concerned the conduct, knowledge, and intentions 

of the peace officers and prosecutors directly involved in the Dekraai case. Instead, the court 

expanded the scope of the hearing to include testimony and evidence pertaining to cases other 

than Dekraai. 

18  RT: 3/18/14, at 405-407. Also, see Spaccia v. Superior Court (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 93, which provides: "As 
the statute does not provide that an evidentiary hearing must be granted in any particular set of circumstances, 
we conclude that the statute contemplates an exercise of discretion on the part of the trial court in determining 
whether a hearing is necessary." (Ibid. at 109). And, "[a] 'prima fade' showing refers to those facts which will 
sustain a favorable decision if the evidence submitted in support of the allegations by the petitioner is credited." 
(Ibid., at 111) 

19  RT: 3/18/14, at 407. 
29  RT: 3/18/14, at 406. 
21  RT: 3/18/14, at 406-407. 
22  On 5/2/14, while the evidentiary hearing was still in progress, Dekraai pled guilty to all counts. However, the 
penalty phase is delayed pending appellate review of Judge Goethals' March 12, 2015 order recusing the Orange 
County District Attorney's Office from the Dekraai case. 
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By the end of the first phase of the evidentiary hearing in July 2014, fourteen 

prosecutors from the Orange County District Attorney's Office, a former federal prosecutor 

(now a Superior Court Judge), and several police officers testified. The officers included 

Orange County Sheriff Special Handling Deputies, who moved inmates within the Orange 

County Jail. In addition, Oscar Moriel, an informant who had worked in cases other than 

Dekraai also testified. 

Furthermore, on April 22, 2014, the People conceded the Massiah motion and would 

not use the defendant's statements to Inmate F. in the penalty phase case-in-chief.23  After 

conceding this motion, the People attempted to limit the scope of the testimony to the 

prosecutors in the Dekraai team; however, their attempt was unsuccessful.24  

On August 4, 2014 Judge Goethals issued his first decision in the Dekraai case 

("Dekraai 1"). His findings included; 

1. Working informants and targeted inmates at the OCJ were intentionally moved by law 

enforcement with the hope that incriminating statements would be made to the 

informants. 

2. Substantial evidence supported the defense claims of Brady violations due to 

a. These movements were seldom documented and not discovered to the defense 

as required by law, and 

b. Prosecutors testified that, in hindsight, they may have violated Brady. 

Notwithstanding these findings, Judge Goethals denied the defense motions to dismiss 

the death penalty and to recuse the Orange County District Attorney's Office in the Dekraai 

case. He concluded that the Brady violations in Dekraai and other cases were negligent and 

not malicious and that defendant Dekraai could receive a fair trial with the prosecutors from the 

District Attorney's Office.25  

23  4/22/14 RI: 2337. 
24 4/22/14 RT: pp. 2337 — 2341; 2355- 2361. 
25  Judge Goethals found it more likely than not that the defendant and Informant F. had ended up in proximity to 
each other through a confluence of independent events, rather than by a specific plan of law enforcement; that 
the intentional movements were rarely, if ever, documented by law enforcement and were therefore not turned 
over to the defense. (Dekraai 1, 8/4/14 ruling, at page 5.) 
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However, Judge Goethals did exclude Dekraai's statements to the informant due to a 

Massiah violation. As stated above, the prosecutors had conceded the Massiah motion on 

April 22, 2014. 

In addition, Judge Goethals denied the motion to recuse the District Attorney's Office, 

finding the evidence insufficient to establish a conflict of interest or a reasonable possibility that 

the District Attorney's Office would fail to exercise its discretionary function in an evenhanded 

manner. 

No further hearings were contemplated after the August 4, 2014 ruling. However, 

Judge Goethals agreed to reopen the hearings after the defense moved to do so, claiming that 

new evidence obtained through court-ordered discovery had revealed the existence of "TRED", 

a computerized system at the Orange County Jail used by the jail's "special handling" deputies 

to document the movement of inmates and informants throughout the jail. According to the 

defense, TRED would show that Deputies Tunstall and Garcia, two "special handling" deputies 

who had testified during the initial hearings, had lied during their testimony.26  

In the first phase, it was alleged Deputies Tunstall and Garcia had denied any 

involvement with the alleged misconduct and claimed to have very limited recollection of the 

events at issue. Neither had a way to refresh their vague recollection and neither mentioned 

the TRED database during their testimony. 27  

On December 11, 2014, Judge Goethals granted the defense request to reopen the 

previous evidentiary hearing. During the month of February, 2015 Judge Goethals heard 

testimony from several OCS deputies, including Special Handlers Seth Tunstall and Ben 

Garcia. On March 12, 2015 Judge Goethals issued his second ruling (Dekraai 2) and made the 

following findings; 

1. After the conclusion of the first phase of the hearing, it was discovered that the 

Orange County Sheriff has for many years maintained within its jail records system a 

database known as TRED, and 

26  Dekraai "Supplemental Ruling", filed 3/12/15, pages 1-3. 
27  Dekraai "Supplemental Ruling", filed 3/12/15, pages 1-3. 
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2. TRED contains significant information about inmate cell movement and reasons for 

such transfers, and 

3. The failure to discover TRED documents for over two years constituted a serious 

discovery violation, and 

4. As a result of the discovery of the TRED documents, two Special Handlers deputies, 

Seth Tunstall and Ben Garcia, either lied or willfully withheld material information 

during the first phase of the hearing by failing to mention the TRED system in their 

testimony. 

Judge Goethals recused the Orange County District Attorney's Office from the Dekraai 

case by stating; 

"As stated above, there is no direct evidence to suggest that the District Attorney 

actively participated in the concealment of this information from the defense and the 

court. Which really just aggravates the entire situation because someone has to be in 

charge of criminal investigations and prosecutions in Orange County. At times this may 

create a conflict of interest between prosecutors bound by their legal and ethical 

constraints and peace officers who may try to cut legal corners for the sake of 

expediency or some other purpose. The evidence indicates that such a conflict of 

interest exists in this case. Under such circumstances it is the District Attorney's 

responsibility to resolve any such conflict by respecting and protecting the rule of law 

rather than by ignoring any attempt to compromise a suspect's statutory or constitutional 

rights. The evidence indicates that such resolution has not occurred in this case. 

As the chief law enforcement officer in this county the District Attorney is 

responsible for the actions of his agents. In this case the evidence demonstrates that 

some of those agents have habitually ignored the law over an extended period of time 

to the detriment of this defendant. As a result, after reconsidering the evidence it heard 

during the initial phase of this hearing along with the recent supplemental evidence, this 

court has reached the following conclusion. 

The District Attorney has a conflict of interest in this case which has actually 

deprived this defendant of due process in the past. And given this ongoing conflict, the 
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District Attorney's continued participation in this prosecution will likely prevent this 

defendant from receiving a fair trial in the future. After a period of what can at best be 

described as benign neglect concerning the actions of his law enforcement partners, the 

District Attorney cannot or will not in this case comply with the discovery orders of this 

court and the related constitutional and statutory mandates that guarantee this 

defendant's right to due process and a fair trial. Therefore, the defendant's motion to 

recuse the office of the Orange County district Attorney must be and is granted." 

(Dekraai 2, p. 5-6.) 

II 

THE "BLANKET PAPERING" OF JUDGE GOETHALS HAS ADVERSELY 

IMPACTED THE COURT'S ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IN FELONY CASES 

On February 25, 2014 - - the day after Judge Goethals issued his tentative ruling 

recusing gang prosecutor Erik Petersen in the two Mexican Mafia cases for intentional Brady 

violations - - Judge Goethals, who had presided over several gang murder cases and who had 

never been disqualified by the People in such cases, was disqualified by the People in a gang 

murder case. Since then, gang prosecutors have disqualified Judge Goethals in every gang 

murder case assigned to him. Likewise, after Judge Goethals granted the defense request to 

expand the scope of the Dekraai hearing to include evidence of misconduct in other cases, the 

People began disqualifying him in non-gang murder cases as well. Since the Dekraai 

evidentiary hearing began on 3/18/14, the People have disqualified Judge Goethals in all but 

three non-gang murder cases assigned to him. 

Since Judge Goethals removed Deputy District Attorney Petersen and began the 

Dekraai misconduct hearings, he has been assigned almost fifty murder cases, yet he has 

been permitted to preside over only three of them. As indicated previously, Orange County is 

the sixth largest county in the nation, and it is therefore unsurprising that, at any given time, it 

has a significant number of pending murder cases. Consequently, in addition to the almost 

fifty murder cases assigned to Judge Goethals in the last year and half, presently there is a 

similar number of murder cases waiting to be assigned for trial. As will be discussed below, 

the People's "blanket" disqualification of Judge Goethals has significantly impaired this 
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court's constitutional duty to administer justice in connection with these numerous 

murder cases, as well as all felony cases. 

A. The Court's Duty to Assign Cases 

Pursuant to the California Rules of Court, Rule 10.603, the presiding judge has the 

"ultimate authority to make judicial assignments", including the authority to assign judges to 

departments, designate supervising judges, and to apportion the business of the court, 

including assigning and reassigning cases. (CRC, Rule 10.603, subdivisions (b) &(c)) 

The presiding judge may delegate any of its Rule 10.603 duties to another judge. (Id., 

subdivision (d); Sorenson v. Superior Court (2013) 219 Cal.App.4th 409, 422.) Consequently, 

through its presiding judge or a designee, the court has the exclusive authority over the 

assignment of its judges and cases. In the Orange County Superior Court, the Department C5 

judge, as the Supervising Judge of the Felony Panel, is the designee of the presiding judge for 

the assignment and reassignment of post-information/indictment felony cases. 

As part of its "core" responsibility as the Department C5 judge, this court considers it of 

the utmost importance for the most seasoned felony trial judges to preside over murder trials. 

To this court's knowledge, these assignments have been in place for more than thirty years.28  

B. The Assigning of Felony Cases: Short Cause v. Long Cause 

All Orange County indictments and informations are filed in Department C5, over which 

the Supervising Judge of the Felony Panel presides. Each year this department processes 

approximately 2,000 cases.29  The Felony Panel, which is comprised of 17 judges, typically 

presides over approximately 350 jury trials per year. 

For many years prior to February and March of 2014, felony cases were assigned for 

trial based on the estimated length of the trial. When the estimate was less than 10 days, the 

28  As stated in footnote 10, this court has been involved in the Orange County criminal justice system since 
1981 
29  According to statistical reports of the Orange County Superior Court, the number of cases entering the C5 
inventory are as follows; 2102: 2,021 cases; 2013: 2,171 cases, 2014: 1,891, and 2015: 2,152 (as projected). 
The average is approximately 2,000 cases per year. 
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trial would be assigned to one of the dozen or so judges designated as short cause judges.3° 

When the estimate was 10 days or more, the case was assigned to one of the five designated 

long cause judges who, for many years under this procedure, presided over most murder 

cases, and in particular, over the most serious and complicated murder cases. To insure 

these cases received the attention required, only the most experienced and respected judges - 

- those with extensive experience in criminal law as both lawyers and judges - - were assigned 

to hear long cause cases. 

Further, the procedure for assigning long cause murder cases was different from that of 

short cause cases. Short cause cases would remain on the Department C5 calendar until both 

parties answered "ready" for trial, at which time the trial was assigned to a short cause judge. 

Pretrial motions in short cause cases were either resolved by the Department C5 judge or sent 

to a felony trial judge for a hearing on a Friday. At the conclusion of the hearing, the case was 

sent back to C5 for assignment for trial when the parties answered ready. 

In long cause cases, however, once a defendant was arraigned on an indictment or 

information, the Department 05 judge assigned the case for all purposes to a long cause 

judge. Assigning murder cases to a small group of long-cause judges allowed for low 

caseloads, which enabled these murder cases to receive the specialized attention and 

management necessary to protect the rights of both parties, as well as the families of the 

victims. 

30 	This court takes judicial notice of its past and present felony case-assignment procedures in Department C5. 
Evidence Code section 452, subdivision (g) permits a court to take judicial notice of "Macts and propositions that 
are of such common knowledge within the territorial jurisdiction of the court that they cannot reasonably be the 
subject of dispute." (Ibid.) "... 'Sometimes 'common knowledge' is merely that of the particular professional 
group which administers the judicial processes, i.e., the bench and bar.' [Citations]." (Denham v. Superior Court 
(1970) 2 Ca1.3d 557, 565, citation omitted.) 

In People v. Adamson (1949) 34 Ca1.2d 320, 333, an appeal from a defendant's motion to set aside his 
judgment of death, the court took judicial notice "that it would be difficult to find in California any lawyers more 
experienced or better qualified in defending criminal cases than the Public Defender of Los Angeles County and 
his staff." (Ibid.) And in an appeal from a judgment in a divorce case, the reviewing court took judicial notice "of 
the fact that, in January, 1947, the judges of the superior court in Los Angeles County designated all the judges of 
that court to hear conciliation cases" to find that the trial judge had the authority to hear conciliation cases. (Heller 
v. Heller (1948) 88 Cal.App.2d 603, 607.) This court finds that its felony case-assignment procedures, while not 
known to the general public, are a matter of common knowledge to attorneys who practice criminal law in Orange 
County. Consequently, the court takes judicial notice of its practices and procedures for the assignment of felony 
cases after an indictment or information has been filed. (Evid. Code § 452(g).) 
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For example, with respect to speedy trial rights, a long cause judge had the flexibility to 

ensure that all pretrial motions (often numerous and/or extensive in such cases) were dealt 

with in a timely manner. In addition, due to the large number of prospective jurors usually 

necessary in such murder cases, the judge and the jury commissioner could arrange for the 

recruitment of such jurors well in advance of trial. Further, security requirements, of the utmost 

importance in multiple-defendant gang cases, could be discussed with the parties, litigated 

when necessary, and coordinated with the Sheriff's Department. Again all this was done prior 

to trial. Finally, the extra attention devoted to such cases ensured that any media requests 

would be timely filed, litigated, and ruled on without delaying or interfering with the 

proceedings. 

In essence, the foregoing case-assignment procedures used in murder cases were 

essential to the proper administration of justice of these cases. Everyone's rights - - the 

victim's family, the People, and the defendant - - were under the guidance of a seasoned judge 

with a low case load, as opposed to the Department C5 judge, whose "heavy calendar" 

sometimes reached 100 cases per day. Most importantly, a long cause judge is in the best 

position to make sure that murder cases are tried when they should be, as opposed to at the 

convenience of the parties.31  

31 	Section 1050 (a) of the Penal Code states in part "It is therefore recognized that the people, the 
defendant, and the victims and other witnesses have the right to an expeditious disposition, and to that end 
it shall be the duty of all courts and judicial officers and of all counsel, both for the prosecution and the 
defense, to expedite these proceedings to the greatest degree that is consistent with the ends of justice" 
(emphasis added). Section 1050 (e) of the Penal code states "Continuances shall be granted only upon a 
showing of good cause. Neither the convenience of the parties nor a stipulation of the parties is in and of 
itself good cause." (Emphasis added). 
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C. JUDGE THOMAS GOETHALS32  

Judge Goethals was appointed to the bench in 2003 and was initially assigned to 

criminal limited jurisdiction, where he handled all types of criminal law proceedings. After 

approximately three years in limited jurisdiction, Judge Goethals was assigned to the Felony 

Panel as a short cause judge, where he remained for several years. On January 1, 2009, he 

was designated the Supervising Judge of the Felony Panel by the Presiding Judge. After 

completing his two-year term as Supervising Judge, Judge Goethals was assigned to hear 

long cause cases, commencing January 1, 2011. 

Prior to his judicial appointment, Judge Goethals had practiced criminal law for more 

than 20 years. As a member of the Orange County District Attorney's Office, he not only 

prosecuted murder cases but supervised the homicide unit in the District Attorney's office as 

well. Later, he entered private law practice, specializing in the defense of criminal cases. 

Consequently, during his legal career, Judge Goethals has prosecuted capital cases, defended 

capital cases, and has presided over capital cases in his role as a long cause judge. 

D. The Adverse Impact of the "Blanket Papering" of Judge Goethals by the People, 

and Department C5's Unsuccessful Attempts to Minimize the Damage 

This court was designated the Department C5 judge on September 2, 2014, and in that 

role, typically calls 50 to 100 cases daily. Arraignments on all Orange County post-preliminary 

hearing and post-indictment felonies are conducted in Department C5. This court assigns all 

32 	The court takes judicial notice of the information on Judge Goethals' background and current judicial status 
pursuant to Evidence Code section 452, subdivision (h), on the ground that such facts are "not reasonably subject 
to dispute and are capable of immediate and accurate determination by resort to sources of reasonably 
indisputable accuracy." (Ibid.) The immediate and accurate determination of such information about Judge 
Goethals is available from a variety of sources, including but not limited to the following: (1) California Courts and  
Judges Handbook, (2012-2013 Edition), Volume 1, James Publishing; (2) the website of Whittier Law School, 
where Judge Goethals is an adjunct professor (See, (www.law.whittier.edu/index/directory);  and (3) The official 
website of the Orange County Superior Court, http://wvvvv.occourts.org/media/pdf/profiles/goethals.pdf.)  

Judicial notice based on the foregoing sources is permissible under Evidence Code § 452(h) in the 
context of disqualification motions. For example, in determining whether the trial judge in a Los Angeles County 
criminal case was disqualified because he had been an "attorney or counsel for a party" (pursuant to former 
C.C.P. § 170(4)), the California Supreme Court took judicial notice, pursuant to Evidence Code section 452(h), 
that "for several years immediately before his elevation to the bench in August 1969 [the challenged judge] was 
an assistant district attorney for Los Angeles County. (See California Courts and Judges Handbook  by Kenneth 
Arnold, 1969 Supp., p. 235.)" (People v. Thomas (1972) 8 Ca1.3rd 518, 520, at fn. 2.) 
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felony cases out for trial. Accordingly, this court constantly monitors the caseload of 

Department C5, as well as that of the judges of the Felony Panel. This court, not the 

prosecutors, defense attorneys, or other judges, is in the best position to observe the ebb and 

flow of felony cases. In essence, the Department C5 judge is the Orange County Superior 

Court's equivalent of an air traffic controller at a busy airport. 

Six months after the People began disqualifying Judge Goethals, its negative impact 

became readily apparent: the four other long cause judges had significantly more murder 

cases than Judge Goethals. This raised concerns because the mandate of Penal Code section 

1050 requires the judiciary to have courts available for trial at the earliest time possible. 

Furthermore, because the caseloads of the other four long cause judges had been significantly 

increased, the purpose of having a long cause judge - - one with a low-enough caseload to 

allow a seasoned judge to give sufficient time to a murder trial - - was being defeated. 

Thus, to reduce the caseloads of the other four long cause judges and to allow murder 

cases to receive the intended benefit of a long cause judge, this court, on September 25, 2014, 

reassigned eleven murder cases from the four long cause judges to Judge Goethals.33  The 

People disqualified him in ten of these cases. On October 3, 2014 this court again 

reassigned ten murder cases to Judge Goethals from the other long cause judges.34  The 

People disqualified him in all ten cases. 

Again, in an attempt to keep the low caseloads of long cause judges, the court, on 

October 6 and 7, 2014, reassigned the above-referenced twenty murder trials plus two others, 

to the twelve short cause judges.33  This court knew these reassignments would negatively 

impact the availability of short cause judges, who were needed to try hundreds of short cause 

felony cases. However, the court considered it better for the administration of justice to have 

murder cases tried in a timely matter, rather than to increase the caseloads of the long cause 

33  Cases: 13CF2054, 11CF0319, 12CF1499, 12ZF0138, 11CF2363, 11CF0732, 11CF0732, 10CF2410, 
07NF1823, 12CF3159, and 13CF1954. 

34  Cases: 9CF0221,12NF2483,11CF1985,10CF0133,06CF2893,12NF371'1,12NF3701,14ZF0333,13ZFO161,and 
07NF2414 

35  The two additional cases (case numbers 12NF3471 and 13CF0606) had previously been assigned to other 
long cause judges after Judge Goethals had been disqualified by the People. 
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judges. In addition, the court felt that it was possible that the People would cease disqualifying 

Judge Goethals, especially after some time had passed since the Dekraai 1 ruling on August 

4, 2014.36  

On December 3, 2014, the court attempted yet another assignment of eight murder 

cases to Judge Goethals. These cases were not from the caseloads of the other long cause 

judges but were from the Department C5 inventory, due to recent filings, returns from appellate 

review, or other reasons. The People disqualified Judge Goethals in all eight cases. 

By April, 2015, Department C5 was in a crisis. New murder cases were being added to 

its inventory, which included unresolved murder cases. In addition, a backlog of hundreds of 

other felony cases was becoming a significant problem. Short cause judges were unavailable 

to try the shorter felony cases because they were presiding over two-to-three-week murder 

trials. To solve this problem, long cause judges were assigned short cause cases, taking away 

the time necessary to be devoted to long cause murder cases. 

In essence, the distinction between a short cause assignment and a long cause 

assignment became a distinction in name only. 

To solve the backlog problem - - not only in murder cases but in hundreds of other 

felony cases -- the court reassigned almost all murder cases from long cause judges back to 

Department C5. This allowed all 17 Felony Panel Judges to be available for any felony case. 

Under this procedure, each case would be assigned to a trial court when both parties are 

ready for trial. 

In addition, with the permission of the Presiding Judge, this court assigned the less 

serious felony trials to the limited jurisdiction courts in the four justice centers. This was 

absolutely necessary to insure that Orange County would have courts available to try criminal 

cases per section 1050(a) of the Penal Code. To date, over 70 such cases have been sent to 

these limited jurisdiction courts, which due to voluminous misdemeanor work, were already 

working at full capacity. 

36  The People suffered no adverse consequences from DeKraal 1. The Motion to Dismiss the Death Penalty was 
denied as well as the recusal motion. The only adverse ruling was the exclusion of the defendant's statement to 
Informant F per Massiah. Yet the People had conceded this motion on April 22, 2014. 
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This court still hoped that the People would stop disqualifying Judge Goethals so that 

the Orange County Superior Court could return to the long cause assignment procedure that 

had benefited the administration of justice in Orange County for over thirty years. There was a 

brief sigh of optimism in May 2015 when a member of the Orange County District Attorney's 

homicide unit did not disqualify Judge Goethals in a murder case. However, that optimism 

disappeared in September 2015 when this court sent four murder trials to Judge Goethals and 

the People disqualified him in all four cases. 

Thus, based on the record as described above, the effect of the People's "blanket" 

disqualification of Judge Goethals has caused murder cases and other felony cases to 

languish unnecessarily. It has caused a strain in misdemeanor operations. As a result, the 

court's responsibility to ensure the orderly administration of justice has been severely 

impacted. What can the court do? 

Doing nothing is not an option. Our community deserves the orderly and efficient 

administration of justice, and this court has a duty, as a constitutional officer, to make sure it 

happens. 

What about removing Judge Goethals from the felony panel or sending him no murder 

cases? The very thought of this option is offensive. To allow a party to manipulate the court 

into removing a judge from hearing certain criminal cases - - when that judge, in the 

performance of his judicial duties, has conducted a hearing which exposed that same 

party's misconduct - - not only goes against the very cornerstone of our society: the 

rule of law, but would be a concession against judicial independence. 

Furthermore, the effect of this option would allow the People to succeed in peremptorily 

removing one judge from all such cases. And, pursuant to section 170.6, they would receive 

another opportunity to remove a second judge from a murder case. Thus, this option would 

allow the People two peremptory challenges instead of one. 
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Perhaps the court should wait for the Legislature to rescue it from this attack by the 

executive branch by repealing section 170.6 or amending it to prevent similar abuse.37  

However, it is unforeseeable when or if this will occur. 

May this court refuse to accept the "blanket" papering of Judge Goethals in an attempt 

to restore the orderly administration of justice in felony cases? Is this permissible, and if so, 

under what circumstances? 

III 

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE § 170.6 

Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6 permits an attorney to disqualify a judge for 

"prejudice" by filing an affidavit or declaration which states that the judge assigned to the case 

is prejudiced against a party, his attorney or his interest, "so that the party or attorney cannot, 

or believes that he or she cannot, have a fair and impartial trial or hearing before the judge . . ." 

(Code of Civ. Proc. § 170.6(a) (2))38. All that is required is an affidavit of a "good faith belief in 

prejudice. A showing of actual prejudice is not required. (Solberg v. Superior Court (People) 

(1977) 19 Ca1.3d 182, 193-194.) 

Preemptory challenges of jurors in criminal cases are vested by statute, as with a 170.6 

challenge. 39  However, they are not absolute. "Courts have generally tried to accommodate 

these two competing interests: the historical privilege of peremptory challenge free of judicial 

control and the constitutional prohibition on exclusion of persons from jury service on account 

of race." Batson v. Kentucky (1986) 476 U.S. 79, 91. The remedy for such an impermissible 

use can be to deny the challenge. (People v. Willis (2002) 27 Ca1.4th 811.) 

Is a party's right to challenge a judge under section 170.6 absolute? Are there 

constitutional prohibitions, similar to the preemptory challenges of jurors, which prohibit a party 

from exercising such a challenge on a judge? To find the answer, the court offers the following 

analysis. 

37  As will be discussed below, preemptory challenges of judges were not allowed from 1937 until 1957. 
38  Section 170.6 motions are referred to herein as section 170.6 challenges, peremptory challenges, or affidavits 
of prejudice. 
39  Code of Civil Procedure section 231 governs peremptory challenges in criminal and civil cases. 
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1. History of Section 170.6 

Predecessor Statute: Former CCP § 170.5 

The first statute allowing peremptory challenges of judges, enacted in 1937, permitted a 

party to: 

"make and file with the clerk of the court ... a peremptory challenge in writing of the 

judge assigned to try or hear the ... pending matter. Thereupon, without any further act 

or proof, the presiding judge . . . shall assign some other judge. . . to hear the pending 

matter. . . " (Former CCP § 170.5) 

Almost immediately, former section 170.5, on its face, was deemed an unconstitutional 

interference with judicial powers and duties, particularly, a judge's duty to determine the 

matters brought before him, unless he is disqualified for good cause or is unable to act. (Austin 

v. Lambert (1938) 11 Ca1.2nd 73, 75. (Austin).) 

Austin held that former section 170.5 was arbitrary in that it made "the exercise of 

judicial power, duty and responsibility subject to the whim and caprice of a lawyer or litigant". 

(Austin, supra, at 76.) Although a legislature may make reasonable regulations concerning 

disqualification of judges (i.e. § 170), section 170.5 gave litigants and attorneys the power to 

remove qualified judges for no reason, for an undisclosed reason, or most commonly, when 

the true reason might be that the assigned judge would be fair and impartial. Consequently, 

instead of a reasonable regulation, the law was a "concealed weapon" for harming the 

judiciary; therefore, it constituted an "unwarranted and unlawful interference with the 

constitutional and orderly processes of the courts!' (Austin, supra, 11 Ca1.2nd 73, 79, 

emphasis added.) 

After Austin declared section 170.5 unconstitutional in 1938, for the next 20 years 

California had no statute which allowed peremptory challenges of judges. 

2. Initial Version of Code of Civil Procedure § 170.6 

In 1957, the Legislature enacted Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6, which was 

similar to its predecessor, with two additional provisions: the grounds for disqualification were 
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limited to bias and prejudice, and, the motion required the allegation of prejudice to be made 

by affidavit or statement under penalty of perjury. It provided that the moving party could 

establish judicial prejudice by stating in an affidavit or under oath that the assigned judge was 

prejudiced against the party or attorney "so that the party or attorney cannot, or believes that 

he cannot, have a fair and impartial trial or hearing before such judge."(Former § 170.6(a)(2))4° 

However, this statute applied only to civil cases.  

3. Challenge to Initial (1957) Version of Section 170.6 - Johnson v. Superior Court 

The new statute was quickly challenged as unconstitutional. Plaintiffs in a civil case 

alleged (among other things) that section 170.6 was unconstitutional on its face because (1) 

the affidavit required no factual basis for alleged prejudice, nor was a judicial determination of 

prejudice required; and (2) the statute violated the California Constitution's separation-of-

powers provision by delegating legislative and judicial powers to the litigants and their 

attorneys, thereby interfering with the powers of the judiciary. (Johnson v. Superior Court 

(1958) 50 Ca1.2nd 693, 695-696) 

Johnson rejected these challenges. Due to the importance of maintaining public 

confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary, the need to avoid suspicion of 

unfairness, and the reality that actual prejudice is rarely admitted yet difficult to prove, Johnson 

held that allowing a party to disqualify a judge for prejudice by means of a sworn statement 

alone was within the Legislature's authority to adopt reasonable regulations for judicial 

disqualification. (Johnson, supra, 50 Ca1.21d at 697) 

40 In pertinent part, the current version of section 170.6 provides: 
"(a)(1) A judge, court commissioner, or referee of a superior court of the State of California shall not try a civil or 
criminal action or special proceeding of any kind or character nor hear any matter therein that involves a 
contested issue of law or fact when it is established as provided in this section that the judge or court 
commissioner is prejudiced against a party or attorney or the interest of a party or attorney appearing in the action 
or proceeding. 
(2) A party to, or an attorney appearing in, an action or proceeding may establish this prejudice by an oral or 
written motion without prior notice supported by affidavit or declaration under penalty of perjury, or an oral 
statement under oath, that the judge, court commissioner, or referee before whom the action or proceeding is 
pending, or to whom it is assigned, is prejudiced against a party or attorney, or the interest of the party or 
attorney, so that the party or attorney cannot, or believes that he or she cannot, have a fair and impartial trial or 
hearing before the judge, court commissioner, or referee. . . ." (§ 170.6(a), emphasis added.) 
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The 1957 version of section 170.6 had been in effect less than a year when Johnson 

was decided, and therefore, it had no history of abuse. Nevertheless, Johnson commented 

that the possibility of abuse was a matter for the Legislature to have balanced against the 

importance of the statutory objective when it enacted the statute. The justices further opined 

that the abuses would be limited by the statute's "safeguards," one of which was the 

requirement that the motion be made via affidavit. With respect to the affidavit safeguard, the 

Court commented: 

'We cannot properly assume that there will be a wholesale making of false statements 

under oath, and the fact that some persons may abuse the section is not a ground for 

holding the provision to be unconstitutional." (Johnson, at 697.) 

However, the 1957 version of section 170.6 considered in Johnson did not apply 

to criminal cases. Therefore, the Johnson petitioners (civil plaintiffs) alleged that it 

unjustifiably discriminated against criminal litigants. In rejecting this challenge, Johnson 

noting that the possibility of greater abuse in criminal cases was a valid reason for the 

Legislature to have limited the peremptory challenge to civil cases: 

"ifin enacting section 170.6, the Legislature could have concluded that, in 

criminal cases, there would be a greater possibility that the right conferred by the 

statute would be abused, and it cannot be said that this distinction was 

insufficient to justify withholding the right as to such cases."  (Johnson, supra, at 

699-700, emphasis added.) 

In 1959, however, section 170.6 was amended to apply to criminal actions. 

4. Challenge to later version of Section 170.6 

Solberg v. Superior Court (People); People v Municipal Court (Solberg) 

In 1977, after section 170.6 had been in effect for 20 years, the California Supreme 

Court reexamined Johnson's reasoning and its conclusion that the statute was constitutional. 

(Solberg v. Superior Court (1977) 19 Ca1.3d 182.) It acknowledged that the petitioners in 

Johnson had challenged the statute's facial constitutionality, whereas those in Solberg 

challenged it "as applied." 
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Solberg's Facts 

The underlying facts were undisputed: Misdemeanor charges of soliciting an act of 

prostitution were filed against four women in four separate cases (hereinafter, the "Solberg 

defendants"). One week before the Solberg defendants made their first court appearances, 

"Judge M." had granted similar defense motions to dismiss in other prostitution case in which 

the defendants had alleged they were victims of discriminatory prosecution in that only the 

prostitutes, but not their customers, had been charged. 

The four Solberg defendants filed similar motions to dismiss, and when their motions 

were calendared for hearings before Judge M., the deputy district attorney immediately made 

an oral 170.6 motion to disqualify Judge M., in which he stated: 

"Pursuant to Section 170.6 of the California Code of Civil Procedure, the People don't 

feel we can get a fair trial in cases of these kinds in this court and ask that this judge be 

challenged peremptorily." (Solberg, supra, 19 Ca1.3rd at 187.) 

Judge M. denied the peremptory challenges, and on the following day the same deputy 

district attorney filed a formal written motion under section 170.6, using the statutory language. 

Judge M. denied these motions, as well, and the People sought a writ of mandate/prohibition in 

the superior court. 

In the superior court writ proceeding, the municipal court and Judge M. filed responsive 

briefs, in which they offered to prove that the People's 170.6 motions were "blanket 

challenges" made on improper grounds (i.e., their disagreement with the judge's prior rulings 

on similar motions). But the superior court judge refused to entertain such evidence and 

granted the People's writ, prohibiting Judge M. from hearing the motions and ordering her to 

transfer them to another judge.'" 

41  The Solberg decision contains two parts, only one of which is relevant here. The relevant portion involves the 
validity of the municipal court judge's denial of the People's four peremptory challenges. (The irrelevant portion 
involves the validity of the superior court judge's denial of the defendants' section 170.6 motion filed against him.) 
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When the case reached the California Supreme Court, those supporting the denial of 

the peremptory challenge were the Solberg defendants, Judge M., and the municipal court 

(hereinafter, "the Solberg petitioners"). They were joined by a group of 22 trial court judges 

appearing as amicus curiae. 

Petitioners' Contentions in Solberg - Facial Challenges to Statute 

The Solberg petitioners and the amicus group alleged that section 170.6 violated the 

California Constitution's separation-of-powers provision in two respects: (1) it delegated 

legislative power to the executive branch and private litigants to define the legal grounds for 

judicial disqualification; and (2) it delegated judicial_power to these same persons because the 

statute requires no proof of the allegation of prejudice and does not permit judicial review to 

determine if prejudice exists. (Solberg, supra, 190-191) 

The California Supreme Court observed that it had previously rejected these very 

contentions in Johnson twenty years earlier. It did so again in Solberg. It held that some 

legislative regulation of the courts is permissible under the separation of powers doctrine, as 

long as it does "not substantially impair the constitutional powers of the courts or practically 

defeat their exercise". In other words, the Legislature may regulate the courts' exercise of its 

jurisdiction "by all reasonable means". (Solberg, at 192.) The statute was constitutional 

because disqualification of trial judges is a proper subject of legislative regulation; prejudice is 

a proper ground for disqualification; and the statute enacted to implement this regulation was 

reasonable, based on the importance of maintaining the fact and the appearance of judicial 

impartiality and the need to avoid any suspicion of unfairness. (Ibid.) 

Further, because it would be difficult, if not impossible, for a party to prove justification 

for his belief in a judge's prejudice, it was reasonable for the Legislature to authorize a judge's 

disqualification when a party sets forth such belief in an affidavit, without being required to 

prove it. (Ibid. at 192-193) In other words, "to preserve public confidence in the impartiality of 

the courts, the belief [in the judge's prejudice] alone will justify disqualification". (Solberg, at 

193-194.) 
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So'berg's "as applied" Challenge - Abuse of the Statute 

While Johnson's petitioners challenged the statute's facial validity, the Solberg 

petitioners argued that their contentions were distinguishable since they were based on the 

extensive and continuing abuse of the statute during the 20 years since Johnson, as well as 

the type of abuse in their case, all of which, they claimed, rendered the statute unconstitutional 

as applied. 

Solberg indicated the alleged abuses fell into two categories: (1) Using the affidavit for 

"judge- shopping" (i.e., removing a judge on a ground other than prejudice, such as prior 

rulings, legal views, discretion, manner, personality, competence, etc.); and (2) Using it for 

"purely tactical advantages" (i.e., for delay, to change the place or date of trial, to obtain a less 

experienced judge; to intimidate judges, and even to influence the outcome of judicial 

elections. (Solberg, at 194-195.) 

Solberg assumed the truth of the allegations of historic abuse but rejected the 

assumption that the justices in Johnson had been unaware of the statute's potential for abuse. 

Instead, Solberg opined that the Johnson court likely had insight into the statutory abuse 

because it had reviewed sister state decisions construing similar statutes. (Ibid., at 195-196.) 

Abuse Specific to Criminal Cases: The "Blanket" Challenge 

The Solberg petitioners pointed out that the statute upheld in Johnson applied only to 

civil cases, in which the level of abuse was low. But in criminal cases, where the People are 

always represented by the district attorney and the defendant is usually represented by the 

public defender, the potential and reality of such abuse is more extensive, including the worst 

type of abuse, the "blanket" challenge, which Solberg described as follows: 

"The practice occurs when as a matter of office policy a district attorney or a public 

defender instructs his deputies to disqualify a certain disfavored judge in all criminal 

cases of a particular nature - such as those involving prostitution or illegal narcotics - or 

in all criminal cases to which he is assigned. The former policy will prevent the judge 

from hearing any cases of that type, while the latter policy will force his removal from the 
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criminal bench and his reassignment to a civil department." (Solberg at 202, fn. 20-22 

omitted.) 

Due to the option of invoking a "blanket" challenge in criminal cases, the Solberg 

petitioners and the amicus group urged the Court to invalidate section 170.6 in criminal cases. 

But Solberg considered the abuse in criminal cases to be different only in degree, not in kind, 

from the contentions of abuse raised in Johnson, which involved civil cases, only. (Solberg, at 

202) 42  

Solberg concluded that "blanket" challenges and other abuses in criminal cases did not 

merit a different result from that in Johnson because section 170.6 contains the following 

"safeguards" to prevent or minimize abuse: (1) each side has only one challenge; (2) strict time 

limits apply; (3) continuances are strictly limited; and (4) the party making the challenge must 

show good faith by making the allegation of prejudice under oath. (Solberg, at 202.) 

Solberg considered these "safeguards" a sufficient deterrent or limitation against abuse 

in criminal cases because the attorneys filing repeated and/or "blanket challenges" would not 

want to risk antagonizing the challenged judge's colleagues (one of whom would inherit the 

case), or the presiding judge (who would reassign the case). In addition, the delay caused by 

changing the judges would reflect poorly on the District Attorney or Public Defender who made 

or directed the blanket challenges. (Solberg, at 202) 

But the amicus group considered the safeguards ineffective, particularly the affidavit. 

Therefore, they suggested construing section 170.6 in three different ways, each of which 

required the affiant to state the facts and reasons for his belief in the judge's prejudice. Yet, 

Solberg rejected all three suggestions. Requiring the affiant to state facts or reasons would 

conflict with the unambiguous statutory language which provides that prejudice is established 

by merely filing an affidavit which alleges the affiant's belief in the judge's prejudice. Following 

the amicus group's suggestions would, in effect, "rewrite" the statute. (Solberg, at 198-201) 

42  The Solberg petitioners urged the court to eliminate the peremptory challenge as to the prosecution, only, while 
the amicus group argued it should be entirely eliminated in criminal cases. But the California Supreme Court did 
not reach the issue, having determined there was no difference in the type of abuse encountered in civil and 
criminal cases. 
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As to the efficacy of the affidavit as a safeguard, Solberg conceded "some minimal 

degree of false swearing may be unavoidable" but they did not consider it "a hollow formality." 

Nor did they believe "that substantial members of the bar are so neglectful of their personal 

and professional honor that they repeatedly perjure themselves merely to gain an uncertain 

advantage in litigation." Consequently, they reaffirmed the belief of their Johnson 

predecessors that "[w]e cannot properly assume that there will be a wholesale making of false 

statements under oath." (Solberg, supra, 19 Ca1.3rd at 197, quoting Johnson, supra, 50 Ca1.2d 

at p. 697) 

Solberg's Reliance on McCartney v. Commission on Judicial Qualifications 

Solberg remarked that it had previously encountered blanket challenges in a different 

context, in which a trial judge was disciplined for (among other things) engaging in numerous 

angry outbursts toward members of the public defender's office who had been regularly filing 

peremptory challenges against him. (Citing McCartney v. Commission on Judicial 

Qualifications (1974) 12 Ca1.3d 512.) 

Judge McCartney's problems began when he assumed judicial office, and the Public 

Defender directed his deputies to file peremptory challenges against him in "all trials, 

preliminaries, arraignments, bail settings and any other appearances which require an act of 

judicial discretion." Within a 9-month period, approximately 205 such affidavits were filed 

against the judge in accordance with this directive. It was unclear from the record whether the 

Public Defender actually believed the judge was prejudiced or was merely venting his 

disapproval of the judge's former "hard line" approach in his previous job as a district attorney. 

(McCartney, supra, 12 Ca1.31d at 538, at fn.13) 

But even if the Public Defender had a good faith belief that the judge was biased, the 

blanket challenges were still improper: 

.the provision in Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6 for the showing of prejudice by 

affidavit requires a good faith belief in the judge's prejudice on the part of the individual 

party or counsel filing the affidavit in each particular case. ... The 'blanket' nature of the 

written directive issued by the public defender arguably contravened this requirement of 

good faith by withdrawing from each deputy the individual decision whether or not to 
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appear before petitioner. To phrase it another way, the office policy predetermined that 

prejudice would be claimed by each deputy without regard to the facts in each case 

handled by the office, thereby transforming the representations in each affidavit into bad 

faith claims of prejudice." (McCartney, supra, at 538, at fn.13, emphasis added.) 

Solberg, in arriving at its conclusion concerning blanket challenges, made the following 

comments about its McCartney decision: 

"There is thus no doubt that in McCartney we strongly disapproved of the practice of 

'blanket challenges,' and we reaffirm that position herein. But it is also manifest from  

McCartney that we do not believe the practice vitiates the statute: despite our 

disapproval we concluded ... 'even assuming arguendo that the evidence was clear and 

convincing,' i.e., that the motions were 'blanket challenges' made on unauthorized 

grounds, the practice could not justify Judge McCartney's injudicious response because 

'the Legislature clearly foresaw that the peremptory challenge procedure would be open  

to such abuses but intended that the affidavits be honored notwithstanding misuse. 

[Citation.]' In short, the possibility of the filing of 'blanket challenges' does not distinguish  

the present criminal proceeding from Johnson, and the reasoning of that decision is 

equally applicable to the current version of the statute, governing both civil and criminal 

cases. [Citation.]" ((Solberg v. Superior Court (1977) 19 Ca1.3d 182, 203-204, emphasis 

added, fn. 23 omitted, and citing McCartney, supra, 12 Ca1.3rd at p. 538 and Johnson v. 

Superior Court (1958) 50 Ca1.2d 693, 697) 

Solberg also opined that "to the extent that abuses persist", they neither "substantially 

impair' or 'practically defeat' the exercise of the constitutional jurisdiction of the trial courts." 

Moreover, the Court suggested such abuses should be considered "a relatively 

inconsequential price to be paid for the efficient and discreet procedure provided in section 

170.6." (Solberg, at 204, emphasis added.) Should future adjustments become necessary, 

Solberg expressed confidence that "the Legislature will act with due regard for the rights of all 

concerned." (Ibid.) 
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Justice Tobriner's Dissenting Opinion 

The dissent was highly critical of the majority's treatment of blanket challenges, 

particularly under the circumstances in Solberg, where the face of the record established the 

challenges were made for a prohibited reason. 

Justice Tobriner noted that California case law had established "beyond doubt" that a 

judge's prior rulings, judicial philosophy, views on a particular subject, or likelihood of ruling 

against a party, do not constitute "bias or prejudice" for the purposes of section 170.6. (Solberg 

dissent, 19 Ca1.3rd at 205-206, citing Evans v Superior Court (1930) 107 Cal.App.3rd 372, 380; 

McEwan v Occidental Life Ins. Co (916) 172 Cal. 6, 11.) Instead, bias and prejudice "refer to 

the mental attitude or disposition of the judge towards a party." (Solberg, at 205.) 

As indicated in the majority opinion and the dissent, it was undisputed that shortly 

before the Solberg defendants appeared before Judge M., she had ruled in similar cases that 

the prostitution laws were being enforced in a discriminatory manner. The deputy district 

attorney, in making his oral 170.6 motion, commented that "the People don't feel that we can 

get a fair trial in cases of these kinds in this court". Based on the prosecutor's statement, 

Justice Tobriner wrote: 

"This comment demonstrates that the disqualification motion emanated from the 

People's disagreement with the merits of Judge Marie-Victoire's views on the legal issue 

relating to the discriminatory enforcement of prostitution laws; the statement additionally 

establishes that the district attorney's office had adopted a "blanket" policy of using 

section 170.6 to attempt to disqualify Judge Marie-Victoire in all such prostitution cases. 

Under these circumstances, I believe Judge Marie-Victoire properly concluded that the 

motion did not generate from a good faith belief in her "prejudice"; she correctly 

determined that section 170.6 did not compel her disqualification." (Solberg, dissent, at 

206) 

Although Justice Tobriner conceded that a "duly presented" section 170.6 motion must 

be granted, he also asserted that when the face of the record shows the motion is not based 

on the al-font's belief in the judge's prejudice, but instead on the judge's prior legal rulings, the 

motion is not "duly presented" and should be denied. (Solberg dissent, at 206-207) 
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And while he conceded that ordinarily the moving party need not state any grounds for 

his belief in the judge's prejudice, when a "blanket challenge" is used, the moving party has 

obviously violated that requirement of a "good faith belief in prejudice" and has instead made a 

bad faith claim of prejudice. (Solberg dissent, at 207). 

His dissenting opinion concludes as follows: 

"The instant ruling allows a litigant to remove a judge from the bench despite the 

patently false nature of the claim of prejudice offered. No matter how transparent the 

deception, the majority instruct the trial judge to step aside. I cannot concur in the 

majority's conclusion that the judiciary is powerless to prevent such an abusive 

exercise of the disqualification procedure," (Solberg dissent, 19 Ca1.31d at 207, 

emphasis added) 

5. Other Criticism of Section 170.6, Solberg, and Johnson 

Autoland, Inc. v. Superior Court (1988) 205 Cal.App.3d 857, 861-862 

Auto/and was a civil case in which the justices, in dictum,  questioned the validity of 

section 170.6 (and the decisions interpreting it) and recommended that the California Supreme 

Court reconsider its previous decisions: 

'We confess to entertaining substantial reservations about the legality of section 

170.6 itself. Its predecessor, enacted in 1937, was promptly and unanimously ruled an 

unwarranted and unlawful interference with the constitutional powers and duties of the 

trial courts. (Austin v. Lambert (1938) 11 Ca1.2d 73 [citation]. . . . 

After a hiatus of 20 years without any provision for a peremptory challenge - 

during which, so far as we know, our legal system did not perish - the Legislature 

resuscitated the peremptory challenge in its present form, adopting the requirement of a 

boilerplate affidavit, and the Supreme Court upheld the new statute in Johnson v. 

Superior Court (1958) 50 Ca1.2d 693 [329 P.2d 5] and again in Solberg v. Superior 

Court (1977) 19 Ca1.3d 182 [Citation]. 
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These decisions, we believe, should be reexamined by the Supreme Court to  

determine whether the "affidavit" form prescribed by section 170.6, subdivision (5), 

which requires the litigant or attorney to insert no factual averments whatsoever, is 

nothing more nor less than the old unconstitutional statute recycled with an empty 

pretension of a sworn statement. Solbera's characterization of the requirement that the 

party or his attorney 'show good faith by declaring under oath that the judge is 

prejudiced" as a "statutory safeguard ... designed to minimize abuses' [citation] is 

unsatisfying. At least in the Superior Court of Los Angeles County, it is universally 

understood that the challenge is used mostly for purposes unrelated to bias or preiudice 

of the judge.  

At the very least, the person making the challenge should be required to state the 

facts and the reasons for his belief the judge is biased or prejudiced. [Citation] Under 

the current state of affairs, a duly qualified judge can be removed from a case for 

reasons "merely known in the secret recesses of the mind of the litigant. [Citation.]" 

(Auto/and, Inc. v. Superior Court (1988) 205 Cal.App.3d 857, 861-862, emphasis added, 

quoting Austin v. Lambert, supra, 11 Ca1.2d at 80.) 

In Fraijo v. Superior Court (a pre-Solberg case) the dissenting justice commented: 

" . . . The statute contains no specific language requiring an allegation that the 

bias or prejudice of the judge is, in fact, personal nor does it contain specific language 

requiring that the affidavit set forth facts demonstrating that bias which if proved untrue 

could support a prosecution for perjury. A literal reading of Code of Civil Procedure  

section 170.6 would seem to permit the filing with impugnity of frivolous and false 

affidavits.  

Experience in California has demonstrated in the many cases involving the 

invocation of Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6 that the procedure is used purely as 

a peremptory challenge.  It is sophistry to contend otherwise. It is a matter of common  

knowledge that attorneys most often use the section because of a particular iudge's 

"track record" in a particular type of case rather than because of any personal bias." 

(Fraijo v. Superior Court (1973) 34 Cal.App.3d 222, 229-230, in dissent.) 
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6. Narrow Exception for Peremptory Challenge based on Group Bias 

People v. Superior Court (Williams) (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th 688 (Williams) 

Williams was a capital case in which the defendant was African American. During jury 

selection, the court declared a mistrial after determining the prosecutor was exercising 

peremptory challenges to exclude African American females, based on group bias. When the 

retrial was assigned to an African American judge, the prosecutor filed a section 170.6 motion 

against him, and the defendant objected, claiming the challenge was based on group bias. 

The presiding judge directed the prosecutor to disclose his reasons for the challenge and 

ultimately denied it on the ground that he had failed to overcome the defendant's prima facie 

showing of invidious discrimination. 

On an issue of first impression, Williams held section 170.6 is not absolute and does not 

prohibit the trial court from inquiring about whether a peremptory challenge is being used to 

disqualify a judge due to the judge's race or other group bias: 

"We conclude that these [equal protection] principles are applicable to race-based 

challenges to judges. Or, to paraphrase the United States Supreme Court, "a State's 

purposeful or deliberate denial ... on account of race of participation as [a judge] in the 

administration of justice violates the Equal Protection Clause." [Citations.] Section  

170.6 cannot be employed to disqualify a judge on account of the judge's race. A 

fortiori, section 170.6 cannot be implemented in such a way as to preclude inquiry into  

whether the statute has been employed to disqualify a judge on account of race.  

However, that is not to say that inquiry into the good faith of a section 170.6 peremptory 

challenge is mandated whenever the opposing party nakedly asserts that a challenge to 

a judge was race-based." (People v. Superior Court (Williams) (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th 

688, 707, emphasis added.) 43  

In explaining the procedure to be used, Williams applied the standard used in other 

equal protection cases: The party who alleges that a section 170.6 challenge is based solely 

43  However, Williams also held that section 170.6 peremptory challenges are not analogous to peremptory 
challenges of trial jurors and it enumerated the differences between the two types of challenges. (Ibid. at 703 - 
704.) 
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on group bias has the initial burden to establish a prima facie showing of invidious 

discrimination. If he does so, the burden shifts to the party who filed the 170.6 motion to show 

the challenge was not based solely on group bias. If that party provides a race-neutral [or non-

discriminatory] reason for the disqualification motion, then the trial court must determine if the 

party objecting to the challenge has established purposeful discrimination. (Williams, supra, at 

708-709)44  

Williams indicates that the prohibition against inquiring into the reasons behind the 

exercise of a section 170.6 challenge is not absolute. However, its exception to the general 

rule (i.e., that the court may not inquire into the good faith of a party's exercise of a section 

170.6 challenge) is very narrow. It emphasized that its decision was made on equal protection 

grounds and applied only to prohibit section 170.6 from being used to disqualify a judge on the 

sole ground of group bias. Nevertheless, it does not preclude the inference that such an 

inquiry may be permitted when another major constitutional principle is endangered. 

7. Sister-State Authorities 

The Supreme Courts of three other states have concluded that blanket disqualification 

motions by the executive branch which infringe upon judicial independence should not be 

tolerated. Although the procedural requirements for judicial disqualification in these states are 

different from those in California, the attacks by the executive on the judiciary are similar. 

Accordingly, these cases are useful in fashioning an appropriate remedy. 

Illinois 

On its face, the Illinois peremptory challenge statute appears to give litigants the absolute 

right disqualify a judge for "prejudice", and for many years it was construed to prohibit the 

challenged judge from inquiring into the truth of the moving party's allegations of prejudice. 

(People ex rel. Baricevic v. Wharton (1990) 136 III.2d 423, 431 (Wharton)) 

44  Ultimately, Williams held the defendant therein had failed to meet his initial burden of establishing a prima facie 
showing of purposeful racial discrimination, and therefore, the section 170.6 challenge should have been denied. 
(Ibid., at 709-710) 
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But when a prosecutor filed six peremptory challenges against a judge hearing felony 

cases, and the evidence indicated the prosecutor was attempting to coerce the "chief judge" 

(who assigned cases) to remove the judge from his assignment, the Illinois Supreme Court 

observed that as a member of the executive branch, the prosecutor was attempting to use the 

disqualification statute as a "coercive tool to thwart the chief judge's independent exercise of 

his assignment authority." (Ibid., at 435, emphasis added.) And although a single challenge 

would have only a "peripheral effect on judicial administration, the blanket use of "substitution 

motions" posed "a substantial threat to the dignity and independence of the judiciary". (Ibid.) 

The Illinois Supreme Court held that when the independence of the judiciary is 

endangered by the encroachment of another branch of government, the court has a duty to act 

to preserve its independence. Its power to do so emanates from its inherent authority to 

administer and supervise the court system. (Wharton, at 432-433.) To prevent the 

unconstitutional use of a constitutional statute, the Court fashioned a remedy based on Batson 

v. Kentucky (1986) 476 US 79, 96-97.45  

Arizona  

State of Arizona v City Court of Tucson (1986) 150 Ariz. 99 

When the City Prosecutor adopted a policy requiring its deputies to disqualify a 

particular judge, over 200 disqualification motions ensued. The City Prosecutor's purpose 

was, at first, to "re-educate" the judge, but when that proved ineffective, the judge was 

informed that unless he changed his manner of ruling, he "would not be allowed by the city 

prosecutor to hear cases unless [his] approach to the law changed." (State of Arizona v City 

Court of Tucson (1986) 150 Ariz. 99, at 101) 

Arizona's peremptory challenge procedure is based on a state court rule, not a statute. 

The Arizona Supreme Court held that although the city prosecutors had the right, under the 

45  The first step is to determine if prima facie evidence exists that the prosecutor's motions are being used to 
thwart the independence of the judge who assigns cases to other judges. If no prima facie case is established, 
the judge must be disqualified. If a prima fade case is established, a hearing must occur before a judge other 
than the challenged judge, at which the prosecutor must explain the basis for his belief that the judge is 
prejudiced. A prior ruling against the prosecution is not a valid basis to support a claim of prejudice. (Wharton, 
supra, at 438-439) 
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relevant court rule, to summarily disqualify a judge, their manner of doing so constituted an 

abuse of that rule. (Tucson, at 102-103.) Tucson relief on Justice Tobriner's dissent in 

Solberg for the proposition that "the use of "blanket" challenges ... to disqualify a judge 

because of his judicial philosophy or his prior rulings on questions of law seriously undermines 

the principle of judicial independence and distorts the appearance, if not the reality, of judicial 

impartiality.' Solberg v. Superior Court, 19 Ca1.3d 182, 205 [citation], TOBRINER, J., 

dissenting." (Tucson, supra, /50 Ariz. at 102-103) 

Tucson also noted that the prosecutor's policy "was an attempt to intimidate not only the 

targeted judge, but by example the entire Tucson City Court. As such the policy was an abuse 

of the rules and a threat to the independence and integrity of the judiciary which cannot be 

allowed." (Tucson, supra, /50 Ariz. at 102-103) 

The Arizona Supreme Court did not allow the abusive blanket challenges to stand. 

Because the peremptory challenge procedure was a state court rule, the state supreme court 

had the authority to monitor its use and abuse. Therefore, its remedy was to dismiss all 

peremptory challenges of the targeted judge in pending cases, and as to future cases, it 

informed the City Prosecutor that its right to use the peremptory challenge rule would be 

suspended unless the agency terminated its blanket challenge policy. (City of Tucson, at 102-

103.) 

Minnesota  

State of Minnesota v. Erickson (1999) 589 N.W.2nd 481 (Erickson) 

This case also involved a state procedural rule rather than a statute. This rule permitted 

a party to remove a judge without any allegation of bias or prejudice. (Erickson, supra, at 484) 

The targeted judge in Erickson was an experienced trial judge who had "served with 

distinction" for 18 years. Shortly after he ruled against the prosecution in matter involving a 

credibility determination, the County Attorney initiated an official policy of filing peremptory 

challenges against the judge in criminal cases. Then the City Attorney also initiated such a 

policy. (Erickson, supra, at 482.) Hundreds of disqualification motions ensued. (Ibid.) 
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Because the numerous disqualification motions were disruptive, the court attempted to 

solve the problem administratively by twice changing its case-assignment procedures, neither 

of which was successful. 

The Minnesota Supreme Court considered the blanket filing against a judge to be "an 

issue of statewide importance to the administration of justice" and an abuse of the peremptory 

challenge rule. (State v. Erickson (Minn. 1999) 589 N.W.2d 481, 483) 

Erickson agreed with Arizona v City Court of Tucson that the blanket challenges were "a 

threat to the independence and integrity of the judiciary which cannot be allowed." (Erickson, at 

483, 485.) 

It also explained the pernicious effect this type of prosecutorial action has on judicial 

independence, the rule of law, a free society, and the pursuit of justice: 

". . The Kandiyohi County Attorney's Office has repeatedly used the rule to 

pursue its own goals on virtually all criminal cases in the county. The County Attorney 

started this practice not because of any claimed misconduct, but in response to an 

adverse ruling by [the targeted judge]. Such use of the rule does nothing to further the 

spirit of the rule, but instead strikes at the very heart of judicial independence, which is  

so essential in a free society. The misuse of [the peremptory challenge rule] by the 

County Attorney's Office sends the clear message that dissatisfaction with a judge's  

rulinqs will result in removal of that judge from virtually all similar cases. 

"A prosecutor holds a unique and powerful position in a democratic society. We 

have previously recognized this role and held that a prosecutor is a "minister of justice," 

and thus his job is to seek justice rather than convictions.  See State v. Salitros, 499 

N.W.2d 815, 817 (Minn.1993). "Since the prosecutor bears a large share of the 

responsibility for determining which cases are taken into the courts, the character, 

quality, and efficiency of the whole system is shaped in great measure by the manner in 

which the prosecutor exercises his or her broad discretionary powers."[Citation.] The 

County Attorney's Office's excessive use of [the rule] is prejudicial to the administration  

of justice and contrary to the spirit of the rule."  (Erickson 589 N.W.2d at 484-485.) 
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The remedy:  Erickson remanded the cases before it to the trial court with directions to 

reinstate the challenged judge, subject to the prosecution's right to challenge him for cause. 

Based on its inherent authority over the state court rule, it prohibited the County Attorney's 

Office from using the peremptory challenge rule for six months. (Erickson, at 485, citing, 

Tucson, supra, at 104.). 

DISCUSSION 

As a decision of the state's highest court, the holding in Solberg must be followed by all 

inferior California courts. (People v. Superior Court (Moore) (1996) 50 Cal.App.4th 1202, 

1211, citing Auto Equity Sales, Inc. v. Superior Court (1962) 57 Ca1.2d 450, 455) 

But is So/berg's holding so broad that it requires all trial courts to grant all timely blanket 

challenges regardless of the circumstances? In this court's evaluation, it does not. 

Determining the Holding of an Appellate Decision 

"An appellate decision is not authority for everything said in the court's opinion but only 

'for the points actually involved and actually decided." (People v. Knoller (2007) 41 Ca1.4th 

139, 154-155) Only the ratio decidendi - the principle or rule which constitutes the ground of 

the decision - constitutes precedent. (People v. Superior Court (Williams) (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th 

688, 703) The doctrine of precedent, or stare decisis, extends only to the ratio decidendi of a 

decision, not to supplementary or explanatory comments which might be included in an 

opinion." (Quinn v. U.S. Bank NA (2001) 196 Cal.App.4th 168, 180, internal quotation marks 

omitted.) 

As indicated in the previous section, Solberg relied heavily on McCartney and adopted 

its pronouncement that "the Legislature clearly foresaw that the peremptory challenge  

procedure would be open to such abuses  [i.e., blanket challenges] but intended that the  

affidavits be honored notwithstanding misuse."  (Solberg, at 203-204, citing McCartney supra, 

at 538) 

By adopting that statement, Solberg apparently relied on McCartney for the principle 

that the Legislature intended all blanket challenges to be granted, irrespective of the extent of 
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their abuse. However, that statement was not the holding of McCartney, nor should it be 

considered the holding of Solberg. 

McCartney was a disciplinary proceeding against a judge, and the issue therein was the 

degree to which the judge should be disciplined for his intemperate responses and outbursts 

toward numerous deputy public defenders who had filed blanket peremptory challenges 

against him. The validity of those blanket challenges was not before the court in McCartney, 

nor was a determination of their validity necessary to the decision. 

Consequently, the statement from McCartney quoted in Solberg - - that the legislature 

intended the court to honor all abusive, blanket, peremptory challenges in criminal cases - - 

is not the principle on which McCartney is based and is therefore neither precedent nor 

authority. Moreover, the two cases on which McCartney relied for that pronouncement do not 

support it. (See Johnson, supra, 60 Cal. 2nd at 697; Mayr v Superior Court (1964) 228 

Cal.App.2nd 60, 64.) Johnson and Mayr merely commented that some  abuse was anticipated 

and must be tolerated, but neither was a criminal case and neither involved nor mentioned 

blanket challenges. Consequently, at best, the broad pronouncement in McCartney, on which 

Solberg relied, is, at best, dictum. 

In addition, Justice Tobriner, who dissented in Solberg, suggested the majority 

mischaracterized McCartney's holding, insofar as it concerned blanket challenges: 

"The majority imply that the legality of "blanket" challenges under section 170.6 was 

upheld in McCartney. As I read the McCartney decision, however, we did not hold that 

when a trial ludqe is challenged in accordance with an adopted policy of "blanket"  

disqualification that he must always honor the challeme and withdraw. Nor did we hold 

that blanket challenge practices are beyond the bounds of iudicial inquiry. We merely 

stated that a practice of blanket challenges "is simply no answer to petitioner's serious 

departures from a proper judicial role or his habitual intemperance toward defendants 

and court personnel. (12 Ca1.31d at 537.)" (Solberg, in dissent, at 207, fn.1, italics in 

original, underlining added.) 
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Justice Tobriner's view of McCartney is consistent with the rules for construing the 

holding of appellate decisions. [T]he interpretive principle of ratio decidendi requires that we 

view the scope of a holding through the lens of the underlying facts." (DeVore v. California 

Highway Patrol (2013) 221 Cal.App.4th 454, 461, citation omitted.) "It is the general rule that 

the language of an opinion must be construed with reference to the facts presented by the 

case, and the positive authority of a decision is coextensive only with such facts.' [Citations.]" 

(People v. Superior Court (Williams), supra, 8 Cal.App.4th at 703) 

Therefore, the holdings of both McCartney and Solberg must be viewed in the context of 

their facts. As indicated above, McCartneYs comments about the validity of blanket 

challenges are dictum. And although Solberg purports to address "blanket challenges" 

broadly, it is nonetheless subject to the foregoing rules of interpretation which require the 

scope of its holding to be viewed in its own factual context. 

Solberg's factual context involved one member of the District Attorney's Office who filed 

peremptory challenges in four misdemeanor prostitution cases during a two-day period 

(October 9th and 10th, 1975). In addition to the small number of challenges and the short time 

frame, no facts were presented in either the trial court or in the reviewing courts which showed 

that the operations of the Municipal Court (in which the challenges were originally filed) had 

been adversely impacted. 

Accordingly, this court concludes that Solberg, while not limited to the particular facts of 

that case, does not necessarily apply to all types and degrees of blanket peremptory 

challenges in criminal cases. This conclusion is consistent with that of Solberg in which the 

court stated that "the possibility of the filing of 'blanket challenges' does not distinguish the 

present criminal proceeding from Johnson  and the reasoning of that decision [i.e., Johnson] is 

equally applicable to the current version of the statute, governing both civil and criminal cases. 

[Citation.]" (Solberg, at 204)46  In other words, based on the facts of the case before it, 

Solberg found no basis for declaring the statute before it (which allowed peremptory 

challenges in civil and criminal cases) unconstitutional as applied to criminal cases. 

46  Johnson, supra, was the previous California Supreme Court decision which had upheld the constitutionality of 
the predecessor statute which had permitted judicial peremptory challenges only in civil cases. 
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Ultimately, Solberg concluded that "to the extent that abuses persist" they do not 

"'substantially impair or 'practically defeat' the exercise of the constitutional jurisdiction of the 

trial courts." Since there was no evidence in of any detrimental effect on the Solberg trial 

court, and because this pronouncement "must be construed with reference to the facts 

presented by the case",47  it may not be construed to apply to all blanket challenges. The same 

is true for So/berg's suggestion that the abuses should be viewed as "a relatively 

inconsequential price to be paid for the efficient and discreet procedure provided in section 

170.6" (Solberg, at 204), because an infringement on the exercise of a court's constitutional 

jurisdiction is never inconsequential. 

The Challenges to Judge Goethals v. the Solberg Challenges 

The section 170.6 challenges to Judge Goethals are distinguishable from those in 

Solberg by their number and the type of cases in which they were made (i.e., 4 misdemeanor 

prostitution cases v. almost 50 murder cases). These factors, combined with the underlying 

facts, the apparent reasons, the effect on the court's operation, and the threat posed to the 

independence of the Orange County judiciary, compel a result different from that in Solberg. 

Although no direct evidence exists that the Orange County District Attorney's Office, or 

its Homicide Unit, or its Gang Unit, has invoked a blanket policy to disqualify Judge Goethals, 

this court finds the circumstantial evidence of such a policy convincing. Based on its own 

records, of which this court has taken judicial notice, a relationship exists between the timing of 

the peremptory challenges against Judge Goethals and certain events in the Dekraai case and 

in other cases over which Judge Goethals presided. 

As indicated previously, court records show the People began disqualifying Judge 

Goethals on February 25, 2014, the day after he recused Deputy District Attorney Erik 

Petersen from two Mexican Mafia gang cases, based on his intentional failures to divulge 

exculpatory evidence to the defense. 

47  People v. Superior Court (Williams), supra, 8 Cal.App.4th at 703; DeVore v. California Highway Patrol, supra, 
221 Cal.App.4th at 461. 
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During this very same period, the District Attorney's Office was having parallel 

difficulties in connection with the Dekraai case. The defense motion to dismiss had already 

been filed, alleging far more serious conduct than had been alleged in the Mexican Mafia 

cases. By mid-February 2014, Judge Goethals had indicated that an evidentiary hearing would 

be necessary.45  By late February, the defense had requested the testimony of an informant 

other than Inmate F; 49  and it was also apparent from its various motions that the defense 

wanted Inmate F. to testify about other cases in which he had acted as an informant. 

In their 3/4/14 opposition to the Dekraai motion to dismiss, the People strongly opposed 

the admission of any evidence of law enforcement or prosecutorial misconduct in cases other 

than Dekraai.5° They asserted that the only relevant evidence was the conduct, knowledge, 

and intent of the "Dekraai team" (i.e., Deputy District Attorneys Dan Wagner & Scott Simmons, 

District Attorney Investigator Robert Erickson, and Seal Beach Police Detective Gary 

Krogman.) 

It is in this context that the peremptory challenges to Judge Goethals must be viewed: 

During February 2014, it became apparent to the prosecution that their Brady violations would 

be revealed through the three parallel cases (i.e., Dekraai and the Mexican Mafia cases) 

because all three were before Judge Goethals. Consequently, it is significant that the blanket 

challenges began the day after Judge Goethals recused a gang prosecutor and shortly before 

the Dekraai evidentiary hearing began. That 2/25/14 was the beginning of the blanket 

challenges can be verified by comparing the number of the peremptory challenges in murder 

cases against Judge Goethals from the two-year period from 12/07/10 through 12/31/13 to the 

number filed during the 18-month period from 2/25/15 to September, 2015.51  

Eventually, the People's disqualification motions became so automatic that in one case, 

the People filed a section 170.6 challenge against Judge Goethals well before the case was 

48  2/14/14 RT: page 278. 
49  2/28/14 RI: pp. 300-305; 3/7/14 RT. 
59  See District Attorney's "Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition to Nonstatutory Motion to Dismiss 
the Death Penalty", filed 3/4/14, page 2 and fn.1. 
51  See Exhibit 1, "Murder cases assigned to Judge Goethals from December 2010 to September 2015" 
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assigned to him. The People filed their challenge on 10/3/14, but the case was not assigned to 

Judge Goethals until 12/3/14.52  

All this strongly suggests the increase in peremptory challenges was not coincidental 

but was (and is) based on Judge Goethals calling out the prosecution on misconduct. It also 

has the appearance of attempting to intimidate, punish, and/or silence Judge Goethals, and to 

send a warning to the other local judges that similar rulings will produce a similar fate. 

Separation of Powers and Judicial Independence 

The Doctrine of Separation of Powers is explicit in the California Constitution: 

"The powers of state government are legislative, executive, and judicial. Persons 

charged with the exercise of one power may not exercise either of the others except as 

permitted by this Constitution." Cal. Const. art. III, § 3. 

'We have described the doctrine as limiting the authority of one of the three branches of 

government to arrogate to itself the core functions of another branch. Although the doctrine 

does not prohibit one branch from taking action that might affect another, the doctrine is 

violated when the actions of one branch defeat or materially impair the inherent 

functions of another. (Steen v. Appellate Div., Superior Court (2014) 59 Cal. 4th 1045, 

1053.) 

"One of the powers which has always been recognized as inherent in courts, which are 

protected in their existence, their powers and jurisdiction by constitutional provisions, has 

been the right to control its order of business  and to so conduct the same that the rights of 

all suitors before them may be safeguarded. This power has been recognized as judicial in its 

nature, and as being a necessary appendage to a court organized to enforce rights and 

redress wrongs.' " (Lorraine v. McComb (1934) 220 Cal. 753, 756, 32 P.2d 960, quoting 

Riglander v. Star Co. (1904) 98 App.Div. 101, 104, 90 N.Y.S. 772, italics added.)". People v. 

Castello (1998) 65 Cal. App. 4th 1242, 1248. 

52  See, People v Juan Osbaldo Sosa, case number 07WF1046, minutes dated 10/3/14 and 12/3/14. 
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In describing the judicial branch of the proposed government, Alexander Hamilton 

cautioned: 

"This simple view of the matter suggests several important consequences. It proves 

incontestably, that the judiciary is beyond comparison the weakest of the three 

departments of power [footnote omitted]; that it can never attack with success either of 

the other two; and that all possible care is requisite to enable it to defend itself 

against their attacks. ..." (The Federalist Papers, The Federalist 78, "The Judiciary 

Department" (1788) Alexander Hamilton, emphasis added.) 

In his dissent in Solberg, Justice Tobriner almost 200 years later adopted this view of 

Alexander Hamilton when he drew a connection between blanket challenges and the threat to 

judicial independence: 

"In my view, the use of "blanket" challenges under section 170.6 to disqualify a judge 

because of his judicial philosophy or his prior rulings on questions of law seriously 

undermines the principle of judicial independence and distorts the appearance, if not the 

reality, of judicial impartiality. Unlike the majority, I do not believe that the judiciary 

is helpless to prevent such an abuse of the section 170.6 disqualification 

procedure, particularly in a case - such as the present one - in which the improper 

basis of the disqualification motion clearly appears on the face of the record. In 

my view, both the language and the purpose of section 170.6 support the trial court's 

refusal to recuse herself in the instant case." (Solberg, supra, 19 Ca1.3d 182, 205 (in 

dissent, emphasis added). 

The situation before this court exemplifies the ability of the executive branch to 

encroach upon or overpower the judiciary, particularly in criminal cases. Here, a judge 

presiding over a capital case was hearing a defense motion which required him to determine if 

allegations of executive misconduct, including violation of the defendant's Massiah and Brady 

rights, were true. When that judge recused a prosecutor for Brady violations in a different 

case, and then expanded the scope of the misconduct hearing in the capital case in a manner 

which exposed further prosecutorial misconduct in other cases, the prosecution began to 

disqualify the judge in murder cases. Not only did this remove one of the most experienced, 
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independent, and capable judges from hearing cases which require such independence and 

expertise, it sent a clear and loud message to other local judges that they could expect similar 

treatment if they allowed the defense to inquire into similar allegations of misconduct. 

Does Solberg require this Court to submit to the executive's attempt to bar a judge from 

hearing murder cases? In this court's opinion, it does not. Due to the nature and the extent of 

this executive action, this Court has determined that the prosecution's consistent filing of 

section 170.6 motions in murder cases for more than 18 months is a substantial and serious 

intrusion into the province of the judiciary. It constitutes a threat to the independence of the 

Orange County judiciary and a violation of the Separation of Powers provision of the California 

Constitution. (Cal. Const. Art. 3, section 3). 

Solberg involved the disqualification of a judge in four misdemeanor prostitution cases 

with no record of its impact on court operations. The record here demonstrates the 

disqualification of a judge on almost fifty murder cases because he conducted hearings and 

made findings of prosecutorial misconduct. The record also shows that these disqualifications 

have substantially disrupted the operations of the court. Because the executive intrusion here 

is substantially different from, and far greater than that in Solberg, this Court must deny the 

People's section 170.6 motion. 

For these reasons, the motion to disqualify Judge Goethals pursuant to section 

170.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure is denied. 

Nevertheless, this court acknowledges the unusual nature and procedural posture of its 

ruling. A judge who receives a section 170.6 motion which is timely and in proper form may 

not inquire into the good faith of the moving party's belief in the judge's prejudice. 

(People v. Superior Court (Williams) (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th 688, 699-700.) Nor may a judge 

delay or defer its ruling on such a matter; it must make an instant determination of the 

motion's validity and must rule immediately. (Hemingway v. Superior Court (2004) 122 

Cal.App.4th 1148, 1157.) 

Consequently, the court must rule without hearing from the parties. The denial of this 

motion is without prejudice to the People's or the defendant's right to seek reconsideration of 

this order, should they choose to do so. 
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RICHARD M. KING 
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 

A final note: The People's blanket disqualification of Judge Goethals adversely 

impacted the functioning of the long cause panel and the resolution of murder cases. 

Therefore, the court eliminated the long cause panel and began assigning murder cases to 

short cause judges. But while that reduced a backlog of murder cases, it created backlogs 

elsewhere, requiring further modifications. 

Therefore, the court has concluded that it is necessary for the proper administration of 

justice to restore the court's case-assignment procedures to those which existed for many 

years before 2/25/14. As of today, the long cause panel is restored, and this case remains 

assigned to Judge Goethals for all purposes. 

Clerk to give counsel written notice of the Court's ruling. 
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PC 187(a) Cases Assigned to Judge Goethals 

December 2010 to September 2015 

EXHIBIT 1 

Count CaseIf Defendant Name Date Case Assigned to Goethals 
Date Peremptory Challeng Filed Agasinst 

Judge Goethals 

1  09CF0998 Martinez, Manuel Alejandro 12/07/10 

09CF0998 Murillo, John Leonard 12/07/10 

09CF0998 Sincox, Frank Lewis 12/07/10 

2 10CF0832 Vallejo, Janeth Hernandez 12/07/10 

3  102F0095 Enriquez, Javier Ricky 12/13/10 

4  09CF0613 Guevara, Johnny 12/27/10 

5  07NF2178 Krasnoperov, Vitaliy 12/27/10 

07NF2178 Murtaza, Iftekhar 12/27/10 

07NF2178 Murphy, Charles Anthony 12/27/10 

6 09CF1955 McKinney, John 12/27/10 

09CF1955 Hill, Curtis 12/27/10 

7  09CF0780 Sandoval, Jonathan 12/27/10 

8 092F0066 Garay, Joe 12/27/10 

9  09CF0090 Carrasco, Letitia 12/27/10 

09CF0090 Carrasco, Noel 12/27/10 

10  102F0093 Fuentes, Jose 12/27/10 

ii 10CF0597 Gonzalez, Arnulfo 12/27/10 

12  09CF3144 Valencia, Juana Perez 12/27/10 

1  09CF0998 Miramontes, Jesus Daniel 12/28/10 

13 08CF2697 Rolle, Craig Christopher 01/25/11 

14  r08NF4115 Brown, Yolanda 03/16/11 

08NF4115 Reynolds, Charles Michael 03/16/11 

08NF4115 Simon, Stanley Miles Jr 03/16/11 

08NF4115 Valerio, Nicholas Diogenes 03/16/11 

08NF4115 Kelly, Jarrel 03/16/11 

15  09NF2376 Delgado, Elias Ortega 05/05/11 

09NF2376 Fuentes, Juan Manuel Garcia 05/05/11 

09NF2376 Patrick, Jimmy Ray 05/05/11 

16  10CF2457 Galindo, Christian Moises 05/10/11 

17  112F0112 Adams, Derek 06/01/11 06/11/11 

is 05HF1371 Choi, Sunyhe 06/20/11 

19 11ZFO113 Cho, Beong Kwun 07/15/11 

20  112E0123 Bilotti, Marissa Starr 10/07/11 

21  09NF3148 Salazar, Dylan 12/14/11 

22  122F0128 Dekraai, Scott Evans 01/18/12 

23 09CF0473 Luna, Jason Anthony 01/30/12 

09CF0473 Castaneda, Aaron Ernesto 01/30/12 

24  11CF2110 Galvin, Kirk Michael 06/22/12 

25  11CF2245 Fry, Steve Gerald 06/26/12 

11CF2245 Higareda, Sandra Ann 06/26/12 

26  10CF2458 Baez, Joseph Anthony 02/06/13 

27  112F0107 Baez, Joseph Anthony 02/06/13 

28  10CF2948 Marta, Cesar Gerardo 06/18/13 

29  122F0147 Bruno, Steven Joseph 07/12/13 
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PC 187(a) Cases Assigned to Judge Goethals 

December 2010 to September 2015 

EXHIBIT 1 

Count Caseft Defendant Name Date Case Assigned to Goethals 
Date Peremptory Challeng Filed Agasinst 

Judge Goethals 

30  132F0160 Wood, Louis Richard 07/12/13 

31  12CF1980 Carrera, Lucero 07/24/13 

32 09WF1880 Thongphun, Lae Thong 10/23/13 

33  122F0143 Coale, Ryan 01/15/14 

34  122F0142 Nguyen, Philip Ngoc 02/24/14 

35  14CF0205 Zavala, Vanesa 02/24/14 

14CF0205 Brito, Candace 02/24/14 

2/24/14: Judge Goethals tentative ruling removing gang prosecutor Erik Peterson from the Mexican Mafia cases 132F0172 and 13ZF 0175 due to intentional Brady 

violations. 

36 10CF0100 Ochoa, Christopher Rudy 02/25/14 02/25/14 

10CF0100 Vela, Adrian Raphael 02/25/14 02/25/14 

37  12NF3903 Orozco, Gabriel 02/26/14 03/06/14 

38 13NF0356 Camarillo, Jose Luis 03/12/14 03/14/14 

13NF0356 Galvez, Pablo Robert Andrew 03/12/14 03/14/14 

3/18/14: Judge Goethals decision to expand Dekraii hearing on misconduct to other cases. 
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10NF1302 Martinez, Adrian 03/28/14 03/28/14 

10NF1302 Salgado, Edgar Raul 03/28/14 03/28/14 

10NF1302 Sanchez, Aquiles 03/28/14 03/28/14 

40  13WF1895 Price, Robert Joseph 04/03/14 04/03/14 

41  13WF0932 Valladares, Leobardo 04/10/14 04/10/14 

42  13HF1149 Morlett, Oscar Luis It 04/16/14 04/16/14 

43 13NF0854 Carillo, Giovanni 05/09/14 05/09/14 

13NF0854 Penaloza, Rene Daniel 05/09/14 05/09/14 

13NF0854 Silva-Suarez, Erick 05/09/14 05/09/14 

44  13N10873 Rodas, Christopher Antonio 05/14/14 05/14/14 

45  09CF2301 Hernandez, Manuel Juarez 05/16/14 05/16/14 

09CF2301 Vasquez, Huber Juarez 05/16/14 05/16/14 

46 13C11715 Medina, Christian Manuel 05/20/14 05/20/14 

47  122F0136 Montes, Samuel Oscar 06/19/14 

8/4/14: Judge Goethals ruling in Dekraii 1 

48 13CF2054 Carachure, Armando Andres 09/24/14 09/29/14 

49  13CF1954 Rodriguez, Mario Alberto 09/24/14 09/29/14 

50  12CF3159 Mcdermott, Daniel Edward 09/24/14 10/01/14 

51 
12CF1499 Enriquez, Javier 09/24/14 10/03/14 

52 11CF0732 Maroquin, Christian Rogelio 09/24/14 10/03/14 

11CF0732 Montes, Adsalon lsai 09/24/14 10/03/14 

53 122F0138 Valdovinos, Ricardo 09/24/14 10/03/14 

54  11CF0319 Alegria, Pedro 09/24/14 10/09/14 

55  11CF2363 Shin, Edward Younghoon 09/24/14 

56 07NF1823 Sosa, Juan 09/25/14 10/03/14 

57  10CF2410 Burciaga, Manuel 09/25/14 10/03/14 

58  12NF2483 Bernal, Rafael 10/03/14 10/07/14 

12NF2483 Perez, Mauro Verdin 10/03/14 10/07/14 

59 12NF3711 Calabrese, Anthony Joseph 10/03/14 10/07/14 

60  12NF3701 Calabrese, Anthony Joseph 10/03/14 10/07/14 
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PC 187(a) Cases Assigned to Judge Goethals 

December 2010 to September 2015 

EXHIBIT 1 

Count Case# Defendant Name Date Case Assigned to Goethals 
Date Peremptory Challeng Filed Agasinst 

Judge Goethals 

12NF3701 Castaneda, Israel 10/03/14 10/07/14 

12NF3701 Castaneda, Ubaldo 10/03/14 10/07/14 

61  10CF0133 Saway, John 10/03/14 10/08/14 

10CF0133 Keo, Ruon Phi 10/03/14 10/10/14 

62 06CF2893 Gonzalez, Sergio 10/03/14 10/09/14 

63  11CF1985 GaIvan, Juan Manuel 10/03/14 10/10/14 

64  09CF0221 Martinez, Hector Hugo 10/03/14 10/10/14 

65  14ZF0333 Sachs, Ashton Colby 10/07/14 10/08/14 

66  13ZF0161 Drew, Charles Patrick 10/07/14 10/08/14 

67  07NF2414 Lopez, Armando Antonio 10/07/14 10/16/14 

07NF2414 Lopez, Samuel Agustin 10/07/14 10/16/14 

07NF2414 Lopez, Xavier Francisco 10/07/14 10/16/14 

68  14ZF0337 Cano, Franc 11/14/14 11/17/14 

14ZF0337 Gordon, Steven Dean 11/14/14 11/17/14 

69  12CF3455 Alcala, Ricardo Ray 12/02/14 12/02/14 

12CF3455 Martinez, Issac Angel 12/02/14 12/02/14 

12CF3455 Melendez, Jeamy Beatriz 12/02/14 12/02/14 

70  13CF2980 Tellez, Irvin 12/02/14 12/02/14 

71  09CF3144 Valencia, Juana Perez 12/02/14 12/04/14 

72  07WF1046 Sosa, Juan Osbaldo 12/03/14 12/09/14 

73  14NF2382 Jones, Jihad Qahir Nasir 12/03/14 12/03/14 

14NF2382 Peterson, Jonathan 12/03/14 12/03/14 

74  14HF1008 Marsicano, Brad Philip 12/03/14 12/04/14 

75  12CF2663 Martinez, Christopher 12/03/14 12/04/14 

12CF2663 Miguel-Hernandez, Brian Jose 12/03/14 12/04/14 

76  07CF2786 Vega, Leonel 12/03/14 12/04/14 

77  12ZF0137 Wozniak, Daniel Patrick 01/27/15 01/29/15 

3/12/15: Judge Goethals ruling in Dekraii 2 

78 13ZF0164 Tuiolosega, Nelson Tuumamao 05/20/15 

79  11WF1945 Castellanos, Ivan 09/03/15 09/04/15 

80  14NF0040 Espinoza, Arthur Palma 09/03/15 09/09/15 

81  13CF1025 Bridget, Anthony Edward 09/04/15 09/04/15 

82  14NF4672 Esquivel, Alejandro Jesus 09/04/15 09/11/15 
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